meridianville church of christ vbs 2020
craft instructions
day 1 – paper ark

What you ll eed Folding instructions page, blank paper, sticker animals
Directions: Follow the included instructions page to fold your own paper ark. Attach your animals.
You e made our o n ark! (even though it isn t made of gopher wood like Noah s)

day 2: lion mask

What you ll eed: yellow foam mask, orange foam strips, brown foam nose, glue dots, loose elastic cord
Directions:
-

-

Put a glue dot on the back of the brown nose piece and attach it to the front of the mask.
Flip mask over and arrange the orange strips so that they are spread out evenly, but all above the
punched holes for the strap and not interfering with the eye holes.
Use one glue dot on the bottom of each orange strip and attach them to the back of the mask.
Put the elastic cord through the hole on the side of the mask and tie a knot. Don t tie too tight or it could
rip the foam. Have the child wear the mask and tie the other side so that the mask will stay on, but not
pull too much on the elastic or the foam mask.
ROAR like a hungry lion!! Or practice having your mouth shut like the lions in the den with Daniel!

day 3: reminder necklace

What you ll eed Necklace kit (in small Ziploc bag)
Directions:
-

Secure one side of the cord (tape to a table, or have someone hold it).
Slide beads onto the cord in this order:

N-E-V-E-R-

-A-L-O-N-E

If you do not want the beads to slide around, you can tie a knot on either side of the letters. Knot the
ends of the necklace together to the desired length and trim the excess.
Wear your necklace to be reminded that Jonah was never alone, and neither are we!

day 4: story wheel

What you ll eed tan wheel page, white wheel page, paper fastener, crayons/markers/colored pencils,
scissors
Directions:
-

Color the pages however you d like
Cut out both circles, and cut the pie shape from the front (tan) sheet.
Poke a small hole in the center of each circle.
Insert paper fastener through tan (font) sheet first and then through white (back) sheet. Separate and
flatten the ends once all the way through both papers. Enjoy going over the story!

